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Executive Summary 
The American foreign policy community has long considered its global promotion of democracy, fueled in 
large part by conditional military cooperation and potent economic incentives, as successful. After the fall 
of Soviet communism at the end of the Cold War, countries throughout the world swiftly sought to liberalize 
their economies and political institutions. 

But suddenly, democracy seems brittle. For reasons explored in the next section, the outcomes for democracy 
promotion have not been as stable as we might have hoped. The present study seeks to explore why by gaining 
a more nuanced understanding of the political attitudes and beliefs of people in eight geopolitically important 
and culturally distinctive countries: Brazil, China, Egypt, Germany, India, Japan, Nigeria, and Poland. 

Despite the damage to America’s reputation as a model democracy, which has accelerated during the Trump 
presidency, our form of government is still admired by people throughout the world. In China, whose eco-
nomic power and international influence are growing under a radically different political model, a majority 
of the public we surveyed had a favorable opinion of the U.S., and wanted their system of government to 
become more like that of ours. 

The attraction of democracy and the potential to restore American leadership are tied to the fact that ours 
is still considered a strong system by a surprising array of countries all over the world. To understand the 
quality of that attraction and to realize that potential, we took stock of how other countries view the U.S. and 
its political model. 

Some of our notable findings include: 

 Ҋ The attributes of democracy valued within countries varied significantly and so did the reasons for 
liking or disliking “American ideas of democracy.” 

 Ҋ Some of the most democratic countries we surveyed—including Germany and Japan—had the least 
favorable opinions about American ideas of democracy while some of the least democratic countries—
including China and Egypt—had the most favorable opinions about American ideas of democracy. 

 Ҋ Positive views of the U.S. are related to different evaluations of democracy’s most important attributes 
in different countries (see “International Trends” within the Specific Findings section). Understanding 
these differences can help us assess our own political culture through the eyes of foreign publics and 
help make American-style democracy more broadly attractive.

 Ҋ Support for American ideas of democracy is driven largely by immigration and direct connections to 
diaspora communities here. People who report having had family members or close friends who have lived 
here in the past five years are significantly more likely to have positive views of American-style democracy. 
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 Ҋ The key drivers of anti-Americanism (i.e., unfavorable opinions of the United States) in our eight coun-
tries are, in descending order of influence: opposition to President Trump, resentment about America’s 
interventionist foreign policy, and aversion to the economic disparity between rich and poor in the U.S. 

 Ҋ Each of the countries surveyed has idiosyncratic opinions of the U.S. and its politics, and these are 
detailed in the Specific Findings section. These include: 

Title tktktk

Brazil

Nigeria

Germany Poland

China

Japan

India

Egypt

Brazilians are generally disappointed with their own 
democracy, failing to rank their own country among 
those with the “best form of government.” About 70% 
like American ideas about democracy and the most 
commonly cited reason was that “laws are better when 
politicians must be responsive to voters.” 

Chinese respondents were three times more likely to 
want their “system of government” to become more 
like the American system than they were to want it to 
become less like the American system.

Egyptians’ opinion of the U.S. is mixed. Twice as many 
Egyptians like American ideas of democracy as dislike 
them. But only about a quarter of Egyptians have a 
favorable view of the U.S. itself.

Germans have a pessimistic view of the United States, 
with more than half reporting an unfavorable opinion of 
the country and only about 20% reporting a favor-
able one. This negative opinion is driven by antipathy 
toward President Trump. 

Seventy percent of Indians surveyed have had a close 
friend and/or family member living in the United States 
recently. This contributed to the fact that 80% of 
Indians have a very or somewhat favorable view of the 
United States and of the American people.

Japanese are somewhat indifferent to the United 
States. More than half of respondents claimed a neutral 
opinion of the U.S., roughly two-thirds responded 
“neutral” when asked about their opinion of the Amer-
ican people, and about 60% had “neutral” opinions of 
American ideas of democracy.

More than 82% of Nigerians liked and fewer than 3% 
disliked American ideas of democracy. In Nigeria, the 
perceived importance of individual liberties and, nota-
bly, checks and balances were cited as key rationales 
for supporting American ideas of democracy.

Poles have a very positive opinion of the U.S. Nearly 
70% report either somewhat favorOLable or very favor-
able views of the United States, and a similar percentage 
of report positive views about the American public. 
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Introduction 
The global promotion of democracy has become a key objective of U.S. foreign policy in recent years. 
Throughout the past decade, with bipartisan support, more than two billion dollars per year in foreign aid 
has been spent to promote democratic processes, institutions, and values overseas.1 Beyond foreign aid, the 
protection of democracy is an explicit aim of military alliances such as the North Atlantic Treaty Organiza-
tion (NATO), and the promotion of democracy and human rights has often been invoked as a justification 
for U.S. military intervention. 

Advocates for the promotion of democracy typically argue these governments are less likely to go to war 
with each other and therefore, democracy promotion boosts regional and international stability; this view is 
called democratic peace theory. They also argue basic human rights ought to be universally protected and 
this is primarily achievable in democratic regimes. Critics of democracy promotion, however, point to recent 
failures and unintended consequences of trying to remake governments—especially those in the Middle 
East—in their own image, and insist it creates more power vacuums than it fills and imperils geopolitical 
stability. In this account, democracy promotion is a euphemism for regime change and powerful interna-
tional advocacy organizations deploying non-military methods are better suited than the U.S. government 
to encourage durable democratic reforms.2

The promotion of democracy has, in some form, been a component of U.S. foreign policy at least since the 
presidency of Woodrow Wilson. But it gained prominence in the late 1980s as Soviet communism yielded 
to democratic transitions, and President Reagan supported so-called freedom fighters in Central and South 
America, the Middle East, and South Asia. And it gained predominance after 9/11. At the start of the war in 
Iraq, President Bush argued a failure to establish democracy there “would embolden terrorists around the 
world, increase dangers to the American people, and extinguish the hopes of millions in the region,” and 
that a successful transition to democracy would precipitate a “global democratic revolution.”3 

When he made the case for intervention in Libya, President Obama pointed to the “democratic impulses that 
are dawning across the region” which would be “eclipsed by the darkest form of dictatorship” if we failed to act.4 
But advocating democracy did not suffice to generate a well considered mission as Obama acknowledged in 
hindsight. The toppling of Muammar el-Qaddafi in Libya was “not at the core of our [national] interests” and 
the country’s “degree of tribal division … was greater than our analysts had expected.”5 Though clear-eyed 
experts warned hasty elections could “reignite [Libya’s] civil war,”6 the Obama administration sought to swiftly 
install democratic institutions. The chaotic and violent aftermath of this decision persists today. 

“I’ve spoken recently of the freedom fighters 
of Nicaragua. You know the truth about 
them. You know who they’re fighting 
and why. They are the moral equal of our 
Founding Fathers and the brave men and 
women of the French Resistance.” 

—President Ronald Reagan 
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Historically, promoting democracies has mainly been a means for achieving other foreign policy objectives 
rather than an end to itself. William McKinley cited Cuba’s democratic prospects mostly as a post hoc ratio-
nalization for war with Spain over the island nation. Dwight Eisenhower and John Kennedy encouraged South 
Vietnam to maintain its “freedom” (from Communism) by avoiding democratic elections. And Jimmy Carter 
and Ronald Reagan used democracy promotion as a rhetorical framework for spreading, respectively, human 
rights and free-market economies, which are perhaps necessary but insufficient for real democracy. For the 
first hundred years of its history, well before it became a world power, “the United States was reluctant to 
provide anything more than moral support for democratic change” outside its borders; since then, democracy 
promotion emerged chiefly as a policy designed to promote long-term security and economic interests, creat-
ing foreign bases for the American military and foreign markets for American companies.7

Whatever the strategic wisdom of democracy promotion, and despite the vigor with which it is has been 
pursued by recent U.S. administrations, we find ourselves living in a global recession of democracy—since 
2000, almost one in five democratic governments has failed.8 A recent study by the Pew Global Attitudes 
Project found growing dissatisfaction in democracy in roughly half of the countries it polled.9 Some sug-
gest the pro-democracy trendline had been going upward so steeply—from roughly three dozen electoral 
democracies in 1970 to more than 110 in 2014—that the recent decline is predictable and represents a kind 
of equilibrium. Others are less sanguine. Predictions about democracy’s future are beyond the scope of this 
report. It suffices to note that anyone who cares deeply about the level of individual freedom, justice, and 
representative government in the world should be concerned about these trends. 

There are at least four primary and interrelated reasons why democracy promotion efforts fail. First, the in-
dicators which track the spread of democracy emphasize institutional and legal reform and focus much less 
on politics or culture. Analysts typically look at political participation rates, frequency of elections, and an 
enumeration of rights which enjoy legal protection. The decline of democracy is often analyzed with formal 
or structural explanations (e.g., weak institutions, endemic corruption, etc.). 

This isn’t terribly surprising since the professional education of foreign policy leaders and international rela-
tions scholars privileges empiricism and quantitative methods over intercultural analysis or political history. 
But as Robert Dahl observes, a democratic political culture is one of just three “essential conditions” for suc-
cessful democratic institutions, and many countries have “a political culture that, at best, supports democratic 
institutions and ideas only weakly and, at worst, strongly favors authoritarian rule.”10 Instead of lazily claiming 
bad governance or corruption is responsible for the decline of a certain country’s democracy, foreign policy 
leaders must seek to understand the shared opinions and values which yields bad governance or corruption. 

“We are in Iraq today 
because our goal has 
always been more than 
the removal of a brutal 
dictator. It is to leave 
a free and democratic 
Iraq in its place.”  

—President George W. Bush  
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This leads to a second reason democracy promotion may fail to achieve its goals: We often take for granted 
the global appeal of our message. One might call this the soft bigotry of universalist expectations. In short, 
American apostles of democracy tend to assume the desires and rights so prized here at home—individual 
expression, open and pluralistic debate, free markets, and rugged self-reliance—are the principal preoccu-
pations of populations everywhere. 

But these desires and rights, however imperative, are not the only ones. As Bob Kagan points out, people 
everywhere “yearn also for comfort, security, order, and, importantly, a sense of belonging to something 
larger than themselves, something that submerges autonomy and individuality—all of which autocracies can 
sometimes provide, or at least appear to provide, better than democracies.”11 Policymakers and advocates have 

an opportunity to acknowledge and respect these 
and other basic human desires with empathy 
and dignity as they make the case for democracy. 
After all, at least in theory, democracy is the form 
of government which most accommodates differ-
ence and appreciates diversity. 

Third, so much of our democracy promotion 
relies on military intervention. This is an 
awkward way to promote democracy since it 
removes self-determination from the citizens 
of the nation in question. Even well intentioned 
interventions can seem to people in another 
country like an attack or an occupation. Presi-
dent Bush thought Iraqis would welcome the U.S. 
as liberators but they viewed us as oppressors 

because we were a foreign power overthrowing their government—and no matter how authoritarian it was, it 
was their government. Selective or sporadic interventions also open America up to charges of hypocrisy—we 
denounced Saddam Hussein as a tyrant while selling billions of dollars worth of military weapons to Saudi 
Arabia, and claimed to support the Arab Spring but looked the other way during Egypt’s coup in 2013.

The fourth reason why policies promoting democracy fall short—beyond relying on institutional indicators 
over cultural variables, presuming the intrinsic allure of its message, and overusing military interventions—is 
the way they chronically misunderstand the people who they intend to champion. Every good communica-
tor heeds the exhortation to know one’s audience. But too often when we reach out to others, we spend more 
resources seeking to be understood rather than to understand. In a moment of candid self-awareness at the 
start of the Cold War, the famous American diplomat George Kennan urged us “to repress, and if possible to 
extinguish once and for all, our inveterate tendency to judge others by the extent to which they contrive to be 
like ourselves.”12 After the United States emerged from the Cold War with a heady triumph, it has been difficult 
to grasp the humility and clear-sightedness which Kennan sought. But we can and should try anew. 

That is in fact the aim of this report: To remedy the tendency to under-appreciate the importance—and under-
study the diversity—of cultural beliefs, values, and opinions. The backbone of our research is a survey of the 
public in eight geographically and culturally diverse countries which are geopolitically important. The survey 
was comprised of detailed questions about: the aspects of democracy they find most (and least) important 
and those they think best demonstrated by the U.S. government; whether and why they like or dislike Ameri-
can ideas about democracy; which countries have governments they most admire; their opinion of America’s 
regional and global influence; their support or opposition to economic aid, military cooperation, and American 
cultural imports; and the ways in which America’s style of democracy could be more attractive. At this precari-
ous moment, it is long past time to pause and listen, not lecture. To hold back, not hold forth. 

There are at least four primary and interrelated 
reasons why democracy promotion efforts fail:

 Ҋ Emphasis on laws and institutions over political 
cultures which underpin them.

 Ҋ Assumption that rights realized by democracy 
are universally prioritized over other desires. 

 Ҋ Military intervention as a self-defeating tactic of 
democracy promotion.

 Ҋ Misunderstanding the values and interests of 
foreign publics we seek to champion. 
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Harvard’s Stephen Walt perceptively argues our “democratic ideals are more likely to be emulated by others 
if the United States is widely regarded as a just, prosperous, vibrant, and tolerant society” and that the U.S. 
will “do a better job of promoting democracy in other countries if it first does a better job of living up to its 
ideals here at home.”13 We cultivate democratic principles abroad in a more productive and enduring way 
if we shift from a strategy of pushing to pulling, if we take some of the energy, attention, and resources we 
spend on democracy promotion and reallocated it to “democracy attraction.” In doing so, we would model 
the form of government we—and, crucially, others—believe is most worthy of emulation. 
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Specific Findings 
INTERNATIONAL TRENDS
The eight countries where we distributed our survey have distinct views about democracy and varying expe-
riences with it. For reasons explored in the following pages, the publics in each of these countries admire 
and dislike certain aspects of how democracy is practiced in the United States. We ran regressions (i.e., 
statistical methods used to measure the intensity of the relationship between variables) across different 
questions in order to understand key drivers of pro-U.S. and anti-U.S. sentiment internationally. 

Poland

Nigeria

Japan

India

Germany

Egypt

China

Brazil

Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of the U.S.? (%)

Source: EGF

5.1

9.3

11.2 23.4 36.8 17.8 10.7

18.9 33.9 27.0 12.8 7.4

6.3 5.4 12.7 28.5 47.1

4.9 18.3 55.1 20.0 1.7

5.6 5.9 17.6 21.2 49.8

2.4 8.8 19.3 29.6 39.9

8.0 25.1 40.5 17.1

8.0 13.9 25.4 47.6

193 163104

Somewhat
unfavorableVery unfavorable Neutral Very favorableSomewhat

favorable

Foreign policy experts often refer to countries and individuals who broadly support democratic ideals as 
having shared values with us. However, a look across the countries in our study finds support for the United 
States is related to variegated appraisals of certain components of democracy—that is, different values. 
Japanese and Nigerians who ranked “peaceful transitions of power” as a “very important” component of 
democracy were most likely to choose the U.S. as the “best form of government.” But Germans who selected 
respect for individual liberties or judicial independence as very important were also most likely to think the 
U.S. has the best form of government. Chinese respondents who most value equal treatment by the law were 
most likely to think the U.S. had the best form of government. These differences could stem from specific 
frustrations within the country surveyed, diverse perceptions of American democracy in practice, the differ-
ent cultural values prevalent within each country, or some combination thereof. 

Percentages have been 
rounded for ease of read-
ing and therefore may not 
total 100%.
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Across all countries, however, support for American-style democracy is often driven by soft power and 
public diplomacy. People who reported having had family members or close friends who have lived in the 
United States in the past five years were likely to report positive views of “American ideas of democracy.” 
Other research has shown how diasporas often work to improve the reputation of the country of residence 
within the country of origin (and vice versa)14, and our findings are consistent with this. To a significant but 
slightly lesser degree, consuming “news on American media on at least a monthly basis” or “having visited 
the U.S” in the past five years increases support for American ideas of democracy. 

Poland

Nigeria

Japan

India

Germany

Egypt

China

Brazil

How do you feel about American ideas of democracy? (%)

Source: EGF

2.7

5.4

6.8 13.4 33.2 29.0 17.6

8.5 31.2 41.2 13.4 4.9

1.7 2.0
10.2 36.3 49.8

5.4 25.4 61.2 6.1
2.0

0.5 2.0
15.4 26.6 55.6

1.0
6.3 21.0 32.0 39.5

10.7 40.2 42.4 1.2

9.8 18.0 31.5 38.0

193 163104

Somewhat
unfavorableVery unfavorable Neutral Very favorableSomewhat

favorable

We also sought to also understand why some people held negative views of the United States. So we took all 
those who reported a “somewhat” or “very” unfavorable opinion of the U.S, and ran a regression against an-
other question where we provided ten options to complete the sentence “America’s style of democracy would 
be more attractive in my country if _____.” People who completed that sentence with “a different person 
was president” as their first choice were most likely to report an unfavorable opinion of the U.S. Those who 
selected “the foreign policy of the U.S. was more restrained” were the second most likely. And people who 
chose “the gaps between the incomes of rich and poor people was smaller” were third most likely. No other 
answer options showed a statistically significant relationship with unfavorable opinions of the U.S. In short, 
opposition to President Trump, American interventionism, and economic disparity appear to be the key 
drivers of anti-Americanism in the eight countries surveyed.

Finally, we found some interesting generational differences. Young people are more likely to have a favor-
able view of the U.S., and more likely to think the U.S. influence in their “region/country” has been positive 
and has made “the world a better place.” They are also more likely to think the U.S. military has a responsi-
bility to protect vulnerable populations “even if it requires armed intervention.” But they also are less likely 
to believe the U.S. “has the most powerful military in the world today.”
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“America’s style of democracy would be more attractive in my country if _____.”

Brazil China Egypt Germany India Japan Nigeria Poland

Prisoners were treated better 2.7 3.1 7.2 3.9 4.2 3.8 2.6 1.5

More immigrants and refugees were 
allowed to enter the U.S. 11.4 9.4 10.7 5.1 8.1 12.4 9.1 3.5

America's news media were less focused 
on scandal and superficial things 9.2 10.1 10.7 7.5 9.8 14.0 8.4 10.8

Political leaders were more respectful 
of one another 10.1 12.1 10.2 7.7 11.5 13.4 10.9 12.6

Minority groups were treated  
more fairly 12.6 10.2 10.9 9.8 9.4 10.7 15.3 7.9

There was less corruption in politics 13.7 11.0 12.7 11.0 11.6 8.5 17.0 17.4

The foreign policy of the U.S. was 
more restrained 6.3 16.3 10.5 11.1 11.2 12.9 8.7 10.6

The government passed laws 
 to combat climate change 10.2 9.4 7.6 12.9 10.4 11.2 5.7 7.6

The gap between the incomes of rich 
and poor people was smaller 16.4 12.7 15.5 13.8 15.5 11.1 17.0 18.5

A different person was president 7.3 5.9 4.1 17.4 8.2 2.0 5.4 9.7

Source: EGF
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BRAZIL
In 2018, the right-wing Jair Bolsonaro was elected as the 38th President of Brazil. A political outsider who 
had made public comments supporting dictatorship, Bolsonaro was dubbed “Trump of the Tropics.” His 
victory was interpreted by some as an indicator that Brazilians are dissatisfied with their democracy. This is 
supported by our research; when they were asked to list which countries they thought had the best form of 
government, Brazil was not among the top choices. 

0 10 20 30 40 50 60

India

Nigeria

Pakistan

Egypt

Mexico

Poland

China

Brazil

Russia

France

United Kingdom

Japan

Canada

United States

Germany

Of the following countries, rank the three you think have the best form of 
government*  

*410 respondents gave 1,230 responses
Source: EGF

55.1%

47.8%

41.0%

37.3%

25.1%

10.2%

9.8%

9.0%

4.1%

1.5%

0.7%

0.5%

0.5%

0.2%

selected by 57.1% of respondents 

Professor Maria Herminia Tavares de Almeida from the University of Sao Paulo observes Brazilian dissat-
isfaction with democracy has been a trend for a significant period, but it has become more significant over 
the last few years, adding that “around half of the Brazilians believe that democracy is always best but there 
is a small group of Brazilians, around 18%, that prefer an authoritarian regime. A number of Brazilians say 
that it doesn’t matter, democracy or an authoritarian system.” 

Brazil has recently been beset by corruption scandals and allegations, and many Brazilians are wary of the 
role of money and corruption in democracies. Nearly 70% of Brazilians like American ideas about democ-
racy. But when asked what would make American style democracy more attractive to Brazilians, the second 
most cited response (after economic disparity) was if “there was less corruption in politics.” Professor Geral-
do Zahran, and International Relations scholar based in Sao Paulo commented that:
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“[Brazilians are most likely] reflecting their own experiences with corruption. Of 
course, if you talk to intellectuals or the business elites, they are aware of the role 
of special interests in U.S. politics and the lobbies and business groups, but I don’t 
think that’s a knowledge that is spread among Brazilian people in general. It’s 
probably more of a reflection, a projection of their own frustration with corruption, 
and supposing that this follows the same pattern in the U.S. and in other places.”

Which of the following most contributes to you liking American ideas
of democracy?

Source: EGF

Laws are better when politicians must
be responsive to voters.

34.6%

Everyone, including political minorities,
is treated equally by the state.

19%

The protection of individual liberties
(e.g., freedom of speech and religion) is important.

23.9%

With checks on power (e.g., independent media
and courts), nobody gets too powerful.

22.4%

Another common theme in our findings was government responsiveness to the public. When asked to state 
what they liked about American ideas of democracy, the most prevalent response was that “laws are better 
when politicians must be responsive to voters.” When asked to rank the most important elements of democ-
racy, the most popular responses were: laws applied equally to everyone, protection of individual liberties 
and members of government are responsive to the desires and concerns of the public respectively. Professor 
Zahran suggested “these demands for responsiveness, this wish for responsiveness, comes out of our own 
experience, comes out of our own frustration of Brazilian politicians, and the way politics has been conduct-
ed here in the past decade. People look abroad, and the US has this place in the Brazilian imagination. It’s a 
place where things actually work where people can thrive.”
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CHINA
The Chinese public we surveyed has a generally favorable view of the U.S. Forty-four percent of respon-
dents like—and only 16% dislike—American ideas about democracy and those who like it give two primary 
reasons: support for independent institutions which place a check on political power and the importance of 
individual liberties such as freedom of speech and religion. Three times as many Chinese respondents want-
ed to see their “system of government” become more like the American system than wanted it to become 
less like the American system. 

Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of the U.S.?

Very unfavorable
Somewhat unfavorable

Neutral Somewhat favorable Very favorable

9.2% 8.1 25.1 17.140.5

Source: EGF

Perhaps unsurprisingly, given the intensifying geopolitical competition between the U.S. and China, our 
Chinese respondents express little enthusiasm for the perceived assertiveness of America’s foreign policy. A 
significant majority - nearly 70% - of Chinese believe the U.S. should “focus on the flaws in its own political 
system instead of focusing on the political systems of other countries.” And the thing which would most 
make America’s style of democracy more attractive in China, according to the Chinese public, is if “the for-
eign policy of the U.S. was more restrained” (followed in order by less economic disparity and more respect 
among political leaders). 

In the next twenty years, would you like to see your system of government 
become more or less like that of the United States? 

Much less
Somewhat less

Neither more nor less Somewhat more Much more

9.5% 7.8 29 8.345.4

Source: EGF

Still, Chinese sentiment toward the U.S. is largely positive, and this represents an opportunity for mutual 
appreciation. Most of the Chinese public we surveyed believes America’s democracy and free market econ-
omy sets “a positive example for the world,” and so the suggestion by some that ideological conflict between 
the U.S. and China is inevitable and intractable seems undermined by these findings. 
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EGYPT  
Egyptian opinions of American democracy and of the U.S. are mixed; although nearly half of the respon-
dents seemed to find American democracy favorable (compared to 20% that found it unfavorable), only 
about 28% had a favorable view of the U.S. in general, and about twice as many believe the U.S. influence 
has been negative than positive in both their region and in the world. Professor Mohamed Kamal of Cairo 
University helps explain this disconnect: 

“Egyptians, in general, like what we can describe as American soft power. They 
like American movies, TV shows, American sports, they like actually the American 
educational system and many parents would love to send their kids to the US for 
education. English is a very popular language in Egypt…

The other part of the picture is related to American foreign policy, which many 
people in our part of the world dislike. They think it’s arrogant, they think 
American officials lack knowledge of the region and its complexity and so on. 
So they resent American foreign policy in general and American foreign policy 
towards the Middle East in particular. And also they resent American hard power, 
the US government using military force to intervene in the region.”

This is also in line with our finding that about two-thirds of Egyptians surveyed somewhat or strongly believe 
the U.S. should focus on its domestic politics at home instead of intervening in the affairs of other countries. 

How do you feel about American ideas of democracy?

Strongly dislike
Somewhat dislike

Neutral Somewhat like Strongly like

6.8% 13.4 33.2 17.629

Source: EGF

Of the various attributes of democracy we listed, Egyptians gave most importance to individual liberties 
and equality before the law. According to Dr. Kamal, Egyptians have a deep appreciation for values that em-
power individuals, especially after years under a regime that emphasized state values. Although he specu-
lated the younger generation has a stronger desire for individual expression, we did not find any significant 
statistical difference between millennials and non-millennials in this regard. 

Egyptian respondents appear less opposed to President Trump than their European counterparts. Asked 
what would make America’s style of democracy more attractive to Egyptians, “a different person was presi-
dent” was the least popular answer choice. Reducing economic disparity and corruption in politics were the 
two most popular choices, followed closely by: fairer treatment of minority groups, admitting more immi-
grants and refugees, and a more restrained foreign policy. 
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Do you have a favorable or unfavorable opinion of the U.S.?

Very unfavorable
Somewhat unfavorable

Neutral
Somewhat favorable

Very favorable

11.2% 36.8 10.7

Source: EGF

17.823.4

Dr. Kamal explained President Trump was not a strong determinant of negative attitudes toward the U.S. 
because the average Egyptian anticipated a Hillary Clinton presidency would be a continuation or extension 
of President Obama’s foreign policy in the Middle East, which was deeply opposed by many in the region. 
Trump, on the other hand, was expected to be more harsh on the Muslim Brotherhood and on political Islam 
in general. However, Dr. Kamal believes Trump’s handling of American embassy in Israel will likely exacer-
bate the otherwise benign feelings many Egyptians have toward him. 
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GERMANY
Germans are proud of their form of government, and when asked to choose which of 15 countries had the 
best form of government, Germany topped the list, followed by France, then Canada, then the United King-
dom, and only then by the United States.  

Germans currently have a gloomy view of the United States, with more than half of respondents reporting 
an unfavorable opinion of the country and about 20% reporting a favorable one. Some of this negative opin-
ion likely stems from opposition to President Trump; when asked to rank from a “menu” of ten things that 
would make “America’s style of democracy… more attractive in my country,” the overwhelming first choice 
was “a different person was president.” The frequency of this choice was quadruple either of the choices tied 
for second place (“the gap between the incomes of rich and poor people was smaller” and “the government 
passed laws to combat climate change”). 

In the past twenty years, do you think the U.S. has used its influence to make the 
world a better or worse place?

Much worse Somewhat worse Little or no difference Somewhat
better

Much better

17.2% 31 33.2 3.115.5

Source: EGF

This is also likely attributable to views of American foreign policy. The German public is about two and a 
half times as likely to believe the U.S. has used its influence in the past twenty years to make the world—and 
their region—a “much worse” or “somewhat worse” place than to believe it has made the world a “much 
better” or “somewhat better” place. The severity of these assessments did not extend to their feelings about 
the Americans themselves, however. Germans are twice as likely to have a favorable as an unfavorable 
opinion of the American people, though a plurality—about 40%—had a “neutral” opinion.

In the past twenty years, do you consider U.S. influence in your region/country 
a positive or negative?

Very negative
Somewhat negative Little or no difference

Somewhat positive
Very positive

10.1% 32.4 39.8 2.515.2

Source: EGF

 

Within Germany, an unfavorable view of the American system of government is prevalent, as only a quarter 
of German respondents agreed with the statement “America’s democracy sets a positive example for the 
world.” At the same time, 70% of respondents agreed with the statement that “the U.S. should focus more 
on its own system of government.” Significantly more Germans agreed that “the U.S. should focus on the 
flaws in its own capitalist economy” than that “America’s free market economy is a positive example for the 
world.” Professor Helmut Anheier from Berlin’s Hertie School of Governance reflects on these findings: 
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“The German experience of American politics is overall a very positive one if you 
take a longer perspective… this country owes very much of what it is and its 
political system to the United States… if there’s criticism of the United States, 
it’s largely tied up in American dominance, sometimes American arrogance, and 
particularly if you look more at the political left in this country, a critique of 
America is also a critique of capitalism.”  

Thomas Risse, the Director for The Center for Transnational, Foreign and Security Policy at Freie Univer-
sity in Berlin notes that he’s “a bit surprised by these numbers, because that’s something you learn in high 
school here… that American democracy is sort of one of the big positive developments in world history.” But 
he similarly attributes the negative sentiment to opinions toward President Trump. 

Source: EGF

20.6% 34.2 22.4 3.918.9

America's democracy sets a positive example for the world.

3.7%

8.9 17.2 34.635.6

The U.S. should focus on the flaws in its own political system instead of focusing on the political systems
of other countries.

Somewhat
disagreeStrongly disagree I don't know Strongly agreeSomewhat

agree

In another illustrative example of our mutual misunderstanding, in October the Pew Research Center found 
70% of Americans say the relationship between the two countries is good while approximately the same per-
centage of Germans say it is bad.15

Source: EGF

11.1% 26.0 31.5 5.426.0

America's free market economy is a positive example for the world.

3.9% 12.3 18.7 29.735.4

The U.S should focus on the flaws in its own capitalist economy instead of focusing on the economies
of other countries.

If there is one opportunity for hope, it’s that two of the three components of democracy deemed the most 
important for Germans were also deemed most demonstrated by the U.S. government: that “citizens can 
freely vote and run for office” and “respect for individual and civil liberties.” 
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INDIA
India has strong links to the United States through trade and migration, and a sizable Indian-American diaspo-
ra makes it distinct among the countries surveyed. Seventy percent of Indians surveyed have had a close friend 
and/or family member living in the United States within the past five years. This likely contributed to the fact 
that 80% of Indians reported either having a very or somewhat favorable view of the United States and of the 
American people. Throughout the eight countries surveyed, the percentage of respondents who view the U.S. 
favorably in India is rivaled only by Nigeria and is much more than respondents from our allies in Japan, Ger-
many, and Brazil. As Kajal Iyer, the deputy bureau chief of the Times Television Network in Mumbai suggests: 

“There has been this exchange, especially after the dot-com boom, that a lot of 
people have gone to the United States. And they have been talking about how it 
is living there, and those kind of things actually give a positive impact. ... When 
one goes to America—say, someone who’s considered to be socially backward 
here in terms of caste—but when that person goes to America, suddenly he 
doesn’t have to worry about the caste factor. Suddenly he doesn’t have to worry 
about what his surname is. So that could be something that Indians … think 
about when they say that it’s much more positive in America.” 

Another contributor to pro-U.S. sentiment in India is American soft power, as many Indians, especially 
in the urban areas, consume American mainstream media, films and television shows. Ms. Iyer explains 
this has made a positive impression because these films largely show the United States in a positive light. 
Our survey corroborates this. In the past five years, 60% of respondents have frequently watched American 
movies and/or listened to American music and 51% have frequently read or watched American news. More-
over, roughly 80% of respondents think “the import of American movies, music, and television” has had an 
“overall positive” influence on India. 

India is a country of more than 2,000 distinct ethnic groups, so it is interesting that the things Indians most 
value in democracy are: equality under law, minority rights and individual liberties. When respondents who re-
ported support for “American ideas of democracy” were asked, in a follow-up question to choose a primary rea-
son for their support, the most popular choices were: “everyone, including political minorities, is treated equally 
by the state” and “the protection of individual liberties (e.g., freedom of speech and religion) is important.” 

Which statement comes closer to your views, even if neither is exactly right?

Source: EGF

My country's government should take into 
account the interests of the political minority,
even if it means the political majority does 
not get what it wants.

54.2%

I don't know.12.4%

My country's government should make decisions
based on the interests of the political majority,
even if it means the political minority does not
get what it wants.

33.4%
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Part of the pro-U.S. sentiment might be attributable to the alignment of what Indians value in democracy gen-
erally and how they see it practiced in the United States specifically. When asked to rank which components of 
democracy are most important, “laws apply equally to all citizens” was the top choice and then, in a separate 
question, which are best demonstrated by the United States, “respect for individual and civil liberties” received 
the highest number of responses. Respect for the will of political minorities was also pronounced in response 
rates to a question which asked to compare the relative importance of the opinions of the political majority and 
political minority. The Indian experts we spoke with suggest the legacy of the Indian caste system influences 
Indians’ positive perceptions of American ideas about equality and freedom.
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JAPAN
Japan gave us the fewest respondents reporting a strongly favorable opinion of the U.S.—only 1.7% com-
pared to an average of 27% across all eight countries. This can likely be attributed to two things. First, the 
Japanese public is somewhat indifferent to the United States. More than half of respondents claimed a 
“neutral” opinion of the U.S., roughly two-thirds responded “neutral” when asked about their opinion of the 
American people, and about 60% had “neutral” opinions of American ideas of democracy. Part of these sur-
vey results could stem from a Japanese mores related to circumspection in expression of political opinions. 
But some likely comes from the fact that ordinary Japanese don’t appear to spend a lot of time thinking 
about America and Americans. 

How do you feel about American ideas of democracy? 

Strongly dislike
Somewhat dislike Neutral

Somewhat like
Strongly like

5.4% 25.4 61.2 1.96.1

Source: EGF

A second and related reason for the lack of very positive feelings toward the U.S. is the Japanese are proud 
of their own political culture. By a large margin, Japanese chose their own country has having “the best 
form of government” among all the countries we listed. Tomohiko Taniguchi, a professor at Keio Univer-
sity and special advisor to Prime Minister Shinzo Abe, expressed some surprise at this finding given that 
the Japanese public has been “pessimistic about their own future.” But he shared a reflection which might 
explain a kind of Japanese national pride or sense of exceptionalism: 

“If the United States is an immigrant society, as a result, almost by definition, 
that [means it] cherishes changes, [and the] polar opposite may be Japan. After 
all, what makes Japan Japan may be its continuity, and the fact that you get 
a family right in the middle of Tokyo, the imperial family, whose history dates 
back … arguably 1,700 years or so, if not longer. … So continuity is what Japan 
is perhaps about; and of course, in this age of globalization, you have to adapt 
yourself very much rapidly to cultures different from your own, but still, it holds. 
If the United States is about change, your democracy is … shaped [to] take 
advantage of that deep-rooted political culture; and if that’s the case with the 
United States, maybe you could argue differently about Japanese democracy.”

Meanwhile, very few Japanese reported having friends or family living in the United States, having visited 
the U.S. for work, educational or tourism purposes, and they don’t appear to consume a large amount of 
American news. With nearly 65% of Japanese watching American movies and/or listening to American 
music, our respondents’ exposure to American political culture is likely limited to American cultural exports 
and Japanese news.
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The Japanese public appears ambivalent about America’s regional and global influences - about a third of 
the population thought these influences are positive, about a third thinks they are negative, and another 
third thinks these influence have had “little or no difference.” This is notable considering that, since the end 
of World War II, the United States has been the primary guarantor of Japanese security and that the two 
countries remain close allies today. 

In the past twenty years, do you think the U.S. has used its influence to make 
the world a better or worse place? 

Much worse 
Somewhat worse Little or no difference Somewhat better Much better

4.9% 30.5 33.9 3.127.6

Source: EGF
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NIGERIA
A democracy since 1999, Nigeria is the youngest democracy among the countries surveyed, and it is home 
to one of the most pro-American publics we surveyed. More than 82% of Nigerians liked and fewer than 3% 
disliked “American ideas of democracy.” Nigerians indicate primary drivers are the importance assigned to 
individual liberties and that “with checks on power (e.g., independent media and courts), nobody gets too 
powerful.” While individual liberties was a common choice internationally, in Nigeria checks and balances 
as a rationale for supporting American ideas of democracy stands out. 

Professor Abigail Ogwezzy-Ndisika from the University of Lagos suggests pro-U.S. sentiment often emanates 
from favorable comparisons with Nigeria’s own system: “From looking at checks and balances, if you look at 
the American state, you find that their structures work. The question is what happens to our structure?” This is 
backed up by the fact that, when asked if they wanted to see their “system of government become more or less 
like the like that of the United States,” roughly 90% said either somewhat more or much more.

How do you feel about American ideas of democracy?

Strongly dislike
Somewhat dislike

Neutral Somewhat like Strongly like

0.5% 15.3 55.626.6

Source: EGF

2

Seventy percent of Nigerians view the United States favorably, second only to India in our survey. This is likely 
attributable to the high level of consumption of American cultural products. (English is Nigeria’s national 
language.) Nearly three-quarters reported frequently watching American movies, followed by “reading or 
watching American news on a monthly basis” and “frequently listening to American music” respectively. As 
Professor Ogwezzy-Ndisika reflects:

“CNN [International] shows America more in [a] positive light … generally, America 
is reported as God’s own country and everybody wants to go to America. And so 
that’s why you have [the] influx of people … applying for visas and all that.” 

However, not everyone in Nigeria is happy with this. One in five Nigerians said the “import of American 
movies, music, and television” has had either a very negative or somewhat negative influence on the coun-
try, with another 10% who report they don’t know. 

In the next twenty years, would you like to see your system of government 
become more or less like that of the United States? 

Much less
Somewhat less

Neither more nor less
Somewhat more Much more

1.5% 3.1 5.9 64.924.6

Source: EGF
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We can see from the survey results that American soft power plays a substantial role in creating positive 
perceptions about the U.S. in Nigeria. Broadly, this has led to significant support for the U.S., with about 
80% of Nigerians agreeing with the statements that the U.S. has “used its influence to make the world a 
better place” and 70% believing its influence in the region has been positive.
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POLAND
The Polish public generally has a positive opinion of the U.S. Nearly 70% report somewhat favorable or very 
favorable views of the United States, and a similar percentage report positive views about the American 
public. Several polls show Poland is the country in Europe where Donald Trump has the highest favorability 
ratings. Dr. Marcin Kedzierski of The Jagiellonian Club said Polish support for President Trump derives 
from three main reasons: 

“First of all, we have similar political tradition that is based on the value of 
freedom. Poles and Americans, I think both [view] freedom as the most 
important value in … social life. The second [reason stems] from the security 
issues. Actually, Poland is threatened by Russian militarism, or Russian 
revisionism, and we don’t feel safe with the guarantees that we got from the 
European partners. … The third issue is that … I think the problem with liberal 
democracy, now, and globalization, and the … so-called independent institutions, 
is that people are not feeling that they have [any] impact on politics.” 

With the similarities that Kedzierski mentioned, it is no wonder that there is significant support in Poland 
for American ideas of democracy, with more than 71% of Poles reporting that they either somewhat like 
or strongly like American democracy, as opposed to the fewer than 8% who dislike American democracy. 
Probing into what Poles thought was the most important elements of democratic systems, equality under 
law, protecting individual liberties and that the independence of the courts were the most popular choices 
selected by the Polish public. The latter of these is likely an expression of frustration with developments un-
derway in Poland in which the ruling Law and Justice Party is attempting to wrest control of the judiciary.

Of the following components of democracy, which do you think are very important? 
(Rank in order four choices)*

*389 respondents gave 1,557 responses
Source: EGF

Selected by % of respondents 

Laws apply 
equally

to all citizens

Members of the
government are responsive

to the desires and
concerns of the public

Peaceful transitions
of power between

elected leaders

Members of the
government are

representative of the
broader population

Civilian control
of the military

Respect for 
individual and 
civil liberties

Courts are 
protected from 

political interference

Citizens can
freely vote and
run for office

News media
protected from

state censorship

68.1% 55.5% 52.2% 47.8%79.1%

14.4%17.5%27.0%38.5%
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Professor Malgorzata Zachara, head of the Trans-Atlantic Studies program at Jagiellonian University 
attributes this finding to “the current political events in Poland, because many people in Poland feel that the 
constitutional order in this country is in danger, and that’s why people reflect on this. People reflect on the 
essence of democracy and find that the judicial control of politics is important, and that’s why we’ve been 
seeing mass protests across the country.” 

In the past twenty years, do you think the U.S. has used its influence to make 
the world a better or worse place? 

Much worse 
Somewhat worse 

Little or no difference Somewhat better Much better

4.2% 10.5 23.5 16.945.0

Source: EGF
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Conclusion 
Though its political, cultural, and economic influence remains mighty, the United States does not hold a 
patent on the concept of democracy. As this study reveals, people in different countries ascribe varying 
degrees of importance to various attributes of democracy. In accepting this reality, we are confronted with a 
paradox of international pluralism: accommodating particularist values and beliefs and practices ought to 
be itself a universal practice. 

The United States can not and should not try to be all things to all people. But by seeking to better under-
stand the different beliefs, values, and opinions of people in different countries, we can recalibrate public 
diplomacy efforts to better achieve reciprocal recognition and identification. This is what a policy of democ-
racy attraction, rather than democracy promotion, would emphasize. After all, if we firmly believe democ-
racy is the most preferable form of government, persuading others of this should not require prolonged and 
arduous military interventions or economic enticements. 

To achieve the foreign policy objective of invigorating democracy internationally—even if that objective is 
deemed subordinate to strengthening our national security and developing prosperous trading partners—we 
must move beyond compelling democratic institutions to inspiring democratic aspirations. We must tem-
per our passion for criticizing political cultures we don’t fully understand 
while finding the confidence to be self-critical. This research informs how 
we might do so. 

We now know three perceptions which drive unfavorable views of the United 
States, at least within the eight countries we surveyed. First is aversion to 
President Trump. This anti-Trump sentiment particularly fuels anti-Amer-
icanism in Germany, one of America’s closest allies. Of course, Americans 
should not elect their presidents based on their potential popularity abroad. 
But we could be more attentive to how foreign publics are attracted to—or 
repelled by—our political system based on our election outcomes.  

The second thing driving an unfavorable opinion of the United States is the opposition to our country’s mili-
tary adventurism, expressed as wishing “the foreign policy of the U.S. was more restrained.” One might think 
an adage—that it is impossible to antagonize and persuade someone at the same time—might apply here. 
However, the desire for a more restrained foreign policy was held by significant portions of our respondents 
in Japan, India, and Egypt, countries with which we maintain extensive security cooperation (i.e., countries 
we have not necessarily antagonized). This suggests foreign governments’ support for U.S. military aid and 
arms sales often defies the popular will in those countries. Our government’s role in these transactions thus, 
on some level, undermines the democratic values and practices it purports 
to champion and stirs resentment toward the U.S. This is especially true in 
Egypt where we have supported oppressive regimes in the name of stability. 

Finally, perceptions of economic disparity between rich and poor Americans 
significantly relate to unfavorable opinions of the country. The internation-
al reputation of the United States as a home of economic opportunity and 
broad prosperity appears to be in jeopardy. And as our study shows, our 
domestic economic problem likely generates harmful international political con-
sequences. This is an issue which should preoccupy foreign policymakers as 
much as it does economic policymakers. 

“We must move beyond compelling 
democratic institutions to inspiring 
democratic aspirations. We must 
temper our passion for criticizing 
political cultures we don’t fully 
understand while finding the 
confidence to be self-critical.”

“The desire for a more restrained 
U.S. foreign policy was held 
by significant portions of our 
respondents in countries with 
which we maintain extensive 
security cooperation.”
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When people outside the U.S. perceive negative traits within our political system or with our foreign policy, we 
should avoid the defensive reflex and try to understand what interests are being threatened or what values are 
being challenged. True respect for democracy, in the broadest sense, would 
invite conflicting views and values between countries, not just within them. 
Fortunately, as our study shows, despite these determinants of unfavorable 
opinions, the United States and its democratic ideals remain popular inter-
nationally. This is especially true among people connected to their country’s 
diaspora in the United States, who read or watch American news, or who 
have visited the U.S. recently. While certain education or economic status 
could influence this result, the data suggest an increase in the number of immigrant and visitor visas would 
improve the reputation of American-style democracy overseas. Put otherwise, in order to make the world 
hospitable to our democracy, we would be wise to first make our democracy hospitable to the world. 

Like a lot of public opinion research, our study likely generates more questions than answers. Here are some 
possible questions, informed by the data and analysis presented here, which could help guide policymaking 
and move us from a strategy of democracy promotion to one of democracy attraction:

 Ҋ How might U.S. diplomats shift their pro-democracy rhetoric from an emphasis on shared values to 
one on diverse values in a way that humbly and implicitly acknowledges America’s version of democra-
cy might not be the most preferable in every country at every moment?

 Ҋ How can the U.S. double down on the goodwill and international influence currently generated by its 
soft power and integration of foreign-born diaspora communities? What kinds of visa programs might 
it expand or cultural exports might it further encourage?

 Ҋ Instead of working with large, international institutions to put economic and political pressure on lead-
ers of foreign governments to commit to democratic reforms, how might the U.S. better model a system 
of government which stokes the democratic aspirations of ordinary citizens. 

 Ҋ How might U.S. think tanks more critically engage with the assumptions of democracy promotion, and 
gain more awareness of their own cultural and epistemic biases?

 Ҋ How might technological advances (e.g. expanding internet connectivity) create more channels for 
American cultural products to reach populations in countries with a democratic deficit?

 Ҋ Can further research elaborate on the reputational benefits to democracy of cultural exchange, and 
the reputational damage brought about by foreign perceptions of U.S. political leaders, internationally 
unpopular military interventions, and impressions of economic disparity in the U.S.?

 Ҋ How real and long-lasting can the global “democratic recession” be if public support for democracy and 
democratic ideas appears so resilient – especially in countries, such as China, with competing political 
models?

“True respect for democracy  
would invite conflicting views and 
values between countries, not 
just within them.”
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Methodology 
This survey was developed and commissioned by EGF. The survey instrument was written by EGF research 
fellow Mark Hannah with help from two research assistants.16 It was distributed online by Qualtrics, a large, 
commercial survey company to a geographically and demographically diverse national sample of 3,277 
adults (approximately 410 respondents in each of the eight countries) in September and October 2018. In 
certain countries in which female respondents were scarce (e.g., Nigeria, China), we instructed the survey 
company to create quotas to ensure more balanced gender representation. The representativeness of this 
sample and margin of error, of course, vary with the population size of each country. For example, our re-
sults from China and India have a larger margin of error than those from Germany or Egypt. 

We commissioned professional translators to translate the survey into the dominant language in each country 
and offered our survey respondents the option to complete the survey in that language or English. We did not 
translate the survey into other regional languages and dialects (e.g., Bengali in India or Cantonese in China).

Answer choices for all non-demographic multiple- and rank choice-type questions were randomized. 

Establishing statistical significance in the relationship between questions, we used an ordered logistic re-
gression when the dependent variable came from one of our Likert scale questions (e.g., “very unfavorable” 
to “very favorable”) and a simple linear regression when analyzing continuous data (e.g., birth year or age). 

The question about “American ideas of democracy” was taken from a Pew Global Attitudes Project survey 
in consultation with Bruce Stokes, a senior member of the research staff there (who also helpfully supplied 
the question re: “interests of the political majority” versus “interests of the political minority”). Depending 
on the user’s response to that question, we used a skip logic function to pose a follow-up question seeking 
reasons for “liking” or “disliking” American ideas of democracy. 

For more detailed information on our methodology, please contact info@egfound.org.

mailto:info@egfound.org
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About EGF
EGF is a nonpartisan nonprofit organization which works to connect people to the geopolitical issues 
shaping their world. Fostering a greater understanding of the issues broadens the debate and empowers 
informed engagement. EGF makes complex geopolitical issues accessible and understandable.  
www.egfound.org 

Mark Hannah is a research fellow at EGF. He teaches at New York University and taught previously at The 
New School and Queens College. He is a term member of the Council on Foreign Relations and a political 
partner at the Truman National Security Project. He studied at the University of Pennsylvania (B.A.),  
Columbia University (M.S.), and the University of Southern California (Ph.D.).
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